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1. Introduction

Digital images, including videos, are a prevalent and important part of today’s world. A lot of these images are acquired from the world through the use of sensors, and as such contain noise, which is inherent to the imperfections of sensors. These images can be medical or scientific images acquired through ultrasound, x-rays, and gamma rays, but are most often images acquired through a digital camera. Of the latter category are movies, advertisements, and other types of images, including a lot of personal pictures often made with poor quality cameras, such as those on mobile phones.

It is often desirable to remove noise from these images to improve their quality, either for practical purposes in medical imagery [1] and computer vision, or for aesthetic purposes [2]. However, removing noise manually is both very time consuming and very difficult, thus making it impractical. Therefore, an automated method for removing noise is desirable.

There exist different types of noise, depending on the capturing device and the type of image being captured. Different denoising methods are more effective on certain types of noise. However, transform-based denoising is known to be rather universal and is successfully used for denoising various kinds of images corrupted by different types of noise. The wavelet transform is a particular form of transform usable as part of the denoising of images.

Most stored or transmitted digital images are compressed using lossy compression techniques. These techniques usually include a digital transform as a step of the image encoding procedure. Because the wavelet transform can be used for both denoising and compression, it is natural to combine the two methods.

The goal of this thesis is the design of a method that improves image quality by removing noise from images using the wavelet transform. A distinguishing feature of this thesis is the focus on combining wavelet transform based denoising and compression. This approach is computationally less expensive than denoising and compressing images separately. Finally, to verify the effectiveness and usability of the method, a proof-of-concept computer program is created that denoises images and optionally estimates the possible amount of compression after the denoising process.

In Chapter 2, an overview is given of some of the existing denoising schemes and their effectiveness on various types of noise. Chapter 3 is a theoretical overview of the used methods and ideas, and Chapter 4 contains the implementation and performance details. The final chapter
measures the denoising quality of the resulting method on different types of noise, and compares the results to some of the previously existing methods mentioned in Chapter 2.

The appendix contains links to the source code and executables of the finished program and associated tools, as well a table of all the denoising results.
2. Overview of Denoising Methods

There are a lot of different methods and approaches to improve the quality of an image by reducing the amount of noise in it. This chapter first covers the most common types of noise present in digital images, explains what denoising is, and gives an overview of some of the existing methods of image denoising, and how well they perform.

2.1 Types of Noise and Denoising

Image noise is the random undesirable differing of pixel color values from their expected values. Generally, noise is more noticeable and disturbing when the difference between the color values of pixels and their surrounding pixels is large. Most noise can be described by one or a combination of multiple of the four following noise models [3, 4], examples of which can be seen in Figure 1.

![Image of different types of noise on a gray background.](image)

Figure 1. Different types of noise on a gray background. From left to right: Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 15, impulse noise affecting 10% of the pixels in the image, Poisson noise with an average of 150 photons, speckle noise affecting 10% of the pixels in the image.

Gaussian noise is additive noise with a Gaussian distribution around zero. It is often the largest noise component when capturing an image due to imperfect image sensors, affecting all captured pixels. A lot of pixels corrupted by this type of noise are individually not noticeably noisy, due to the Gaussian distribution.

Impulse noise most often comes from errors in image transmission, analog-to-digital conversion, or broken pieces of the sensor. It replaces individual pixels of the image with a random color value. Salt and pepper noise is a subtype of impulse noise, but only has zero or full intensity values instead of random ones.
Poisson noise occurs in image sensors due to the amount of photons hitting the sensor statistically differing. This causes fluctuations in the color intensities of the image. Poisson noise is similar to Gaussian noise, but typically has a much lower intensity.

Speckle noise is found in radar and ultrasound systems. It is multiplicative noise, adding to the value of each pixel some positive or negative multiple of that value. Due to this, it affects brighter areas of the image more significantly.

Image denoising is the process of removing noise from an image. Ideally, denoising should first identify all the noisy pixels and then restore them to their original values, while leaving the color values of non-noisy pixels untouched. However, in practice, it is not always possible to correctly decide which pixels are noisy, which are not. Most commonly, fine details can be indistinguishable from noise, and are often lost after denoising. Secondly, the original color values of the pixels are not known either. This is worse when the noise covers all pixels in the image, such as for Gaussian and Poisson noise, because there are no neighboring non-noisy pixels which could be used to guess the original color values of the noisy pixels. Therefore, it is not possible to perfectly restore images, but different methods are still capable of eliminating some or multiple types of noise quite effectively without damaging the parts of the image not affected by noise nor the important details in the image.

2.2 Linear Smoothing Filters

Linear smoothing filters are perhaps the simplest way to reduce noise in an image. They work by taking an average or a weighted average of the pixel color values at and around each pixel in an image. The weights in the latter case are often in the form of a 2D Gaussian function, and applying such a filter is the equivalent of Gaussian blurring an image. Because it is characteristic of most forms of noise to generally be distinct from its neighbors, blurring can effectively reduce noise by forcing each pixel to be more similar to its neighbors [5]. This, however, has the undesired side effect of reducing the quality of the image by turning the image blurry because the filter indiscriminately averages all pixels, not just those with noise. Further, instead of just eliminating the noisy pixels, the smoothing filter instead smears them across the neighboring region.

2.3 Anisotropic Diffusion

Anisotropic diffusion builds upon linear smoothing by combining it with edge detection. More smoothing is applied in the direction of edges, while less smoothing is applied across edges. This
means that uniform regions of an image are more heavily blurred, while regions with sharp transitions retain their quality [6]. While it solves the problem of indiscriminately blurring away important parts of an image – the edges, it still does not limit the blurring to just noise, and still smears the noise across the neighboring region.

2.4 Rank Selection Filters

Rank selection filters work by taking each pixel along with its neighboring region, sorting those pixels by their values, and then choosing one according to its ranking to replace the center pixel with. The simplest case of this is the median filter, which chooses the middle ranking value. Compared to a linear smoothing filter, the median has the advantage of generally not being affected by outliers, which is what noise usually is. Additionally, since the median value does not interpolate between any of the existing values, but is instead one of them, blurring does not occur, and edges are preserved well. This method is most effective when noise values deviate substantially from the surrounding values, such as in salt and pepper noise, but is sometimes even less effective than a linear smoothing filter for Gaussian noise [7, 8]. A quality-degrading side effect of the median not creating any new interpolated pixel values is that the number of colors an image has can only decrease, leading to an increasingly blocky image. Further, a regular median filter also does not discriminate between noisy and non-noisy pixels, and is thus applied to all pixels of an image.

An example of a median filter particularly effective against salt and pepper noise is the Iterative Trimmed Median Filter [9]. It identifies only zero or full intensity pixels as noise, and only corrects those by selecting a median from the non-noisy values. If the entire neighborhood is noisy, the value will be corrected in the following iteration. This method solves the issue of the image quality being degraded due to median filtering being applied to all pixels. However, only considering fully saturated values as noise limits the use of the filter to images that only have salt and pepper noise and are free of large areas of saturated color.

2.5 Discrete Cosine Transform

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) transforms an image into a collection of cosine functions with different frequencies and amplitudes. It is possible to represent the result of this transform as an image of equal size to the original, where similar frequencies are grouped together. An inverse transform can then be performed to retrieve the original image. Notable differences from the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) are that the DCT is real-valued, not complex-valued, and that the DCT has better energy compaction – the magnitudes of the frequencies are more concentrated into
fewer frequencies. Both of these differences are an important part in compression, because the important parts of an image are packed into a smaller amount of data compared to the DFT [10, 11]. Noise is mostly localized in the high frequency components of images. Because the DCT separates an image into its various frequency components, it is possible to use DCT-based techniques to denoise images by removing high frequencies, which are most likely to correspond to noise, while leaving the rest of the image untouched. This is an improvement over the previously discussed methods, which generally failed to distinguish noise from the rest of the image. Examples of using DCT include Wiener filtering in DCT domain [12] and adaptive DCT-based filtering [13].

2.6 Discrete Wavelet Transform

In its simplest form, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) decomposes an image into a quarter-size image representing the low frequency component of the image, and into three quarter-size images representing the directional high frequency components of the image. The process can be repeated on the low frequency component, further splitting it into low and high frequency components. This transform is invertible, meaning the components can be combined back into the original image [14, 15].

A downside of the DCT and the DFT is that they represent an image as a combination of frequency components which extend across the entire image, whilst it is more natural, and often also more useful, to represent the image as a combination of components that only have a value in a limited neighborhood around a point, therefore allowing the capture of information unique to the region around that point. The DWT has an advantage in this regard, as it captures both frequency and location information [16]. Dividing an image into smaller sections before applying a discrete Fourier or cosine transform can achieve a similar result that captures location information, but a wavelet transform achieves this in a more natural way. Moreover, wavelets can better represent sharp and non-recurring transitions in an image, such as edges, while sines and cosines are by definition non-local and extend to infinity [17].

For similar reasons as the DCT, the DWT is a good basis upon which to build methods for compressing and denoising images. The listed advantages of the DWT benefit denoising and compression as well. For denoising, an image is first transformed using a DWT. Notably, there exist different wavelet functions which can be used for this transform. The choice of the wavelet function can affect the quality of the results and is therefore important [15]. There also exist different
methods to eliminate noise from the transformed image. Hard and soft thresholding are often used [18, 19], but statistical and other methods have been shown to be highly effective as well [19].

As part of this thesis, both Haar and orthogonal wavelets are tested for the DWT. Hard, soft, and a custom thresholding method are tested, and a modified, adjustable version of BayesShrink [18] is used for finding the thresholds.
3. Wavelet-based Denoising Procedure

The denoising procedure developed as part of this thesis consists of multiple separate steps. The image is first prepared for denoising through a color space conversion followed by a discrete wavelet transform. The transformed image is then denoised using thresholding and optionally compressed and saved. If the image is not compressed or when the compressed image is loaded for viewing, it is then transformed back. This chapter describes these steps and explains why they are a necessary part of the overall procedure.

3.1 RGB to YCbCr Color Space Conversion

In nearly all cases, monitors display their gamut of color using tiny red, green, and blue lights. Similarly, the individual photosites of digital cameras capture only red, green, or blue light each [20]. Because of this, digital images are also represented as a combination of red, green, and blue lights. An image can be thought of as being a combination of three separate images, each consisting of a varying intensity of only one color of light, as shown in Figure 2.

Our eyes are more sensitive to light intensity than the color of light. For images, this means that we care more about the brightness (luma) information quality of an image than its color (chroma) information quality. As such, it is beneficial that both the amount of denoising and the amount of compression be configurable separately for the luma and chroma components. For this reason, a color space conversion is performed from RGB to YCbCr.
In relation to the RGB color space, the YC\(_b\)C\(_r\) color space is defined such that Y (luma) contains the perceived brightness, which is also the grayscale of the image, while C\(_b\) (chroma blue) and C\(_r\) (chroma red) contain all the color information of the image. In mathematical terms, this relation is shown in the formulae in (1), which are an ITU-T standard [22], and a visual representation is given in Figure 3. It can be seen from Figure 2 that green is indeed perceived as the brightest of the images, while blue is the darkest, as is in the formula for luma.

\[
Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B \\
C_b = (B-Y) / 1.772 + 128 \\
C_r = (R-Y) / 1.402 + 128
\]  

(1)

![Figure 3: RGB color cube in the YC\(_b\)C\(_r\) color space.](image-url)
The backwards color space conversion, YCbCr to RGB, can be derived from the formulae in (1), and is given by the formulae in (2), which are part of the same ITU-T standard [22]. It is important to note that, as seen in Figure 3, the space of all possible YCbCr values is larger than the space of all possible RGB values, so after the backwards conversion, the values have to be clamped to ensure they are valid.

\[
R = \min(\max(Y + 1.402(C_r - 128), 0), 255) \\
G = \min(\max(Y - 0.344(C_b - 128) - 0.714(C_r - 128), 0), 255) \\
B = \min(\max(Y + 1.772(C_b - 128), 0), 255)
\]  

(2)

Figure 4. The luma and chroma components that make up an image of a parrot [21].

The result of the color space conversion can be seen in Figure 4, which also showcases that the luma component holds more visually useful information than either chroma component. This can be used for more efficient compression, allowing more information to be removed from the chroma components without significantly affecting the quality of the image.

3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform

The most important part of the denoising process is the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). This transform, similarly to the DCT and the DFT, decomposes the original signal into a set of basis functions multiplied by the transform coefficients. As was shown by S. Mallat the wavelet transform can be implemented by filtering the original signal using a so-called wavelet filter bank, decomposing the signal into a multiresolution representation [23]. The coefficients of filters in the wavelet filter bank are related to the wavelet basis functions via dilation and wavelet equations [24].
A wavelet filter bank is also known as a wavelet family [25]. The so-called father wavelet and the son wavelets derived from it through scaling the father wavelet act as scaling functions – low-pass filters at the various resolutions which extract the low frequency information from the signal. On the other hand, the so-called mother wavelet and the daughter wavelets derived from it through scaling the mother wavelet act as the basis functions – the wavelets – for the wavelet transform at its multiple resolutions. They can also be considered the high-pass filters which extract the high frequency information from the signal. Intuitively, the low frequency component is like a smaller scale copy of the original signal, while the high frequency component contains all the information lost from the low frequency component due to the decrease in scale, such as contours and fine details.

3.2.1 Filtering

Filtering can be implemented as convolution, which is a mathematical operation that can be performed between two signals. For discrete signals \( f \) and \( g \), the convolution \( f \ast g \) is given by the formula in (3) [26].

\[
(f \ast g)_i = \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} f_j g_{i+j}
\]  

(3)

Usually, one of the signals is the longer input signal, and the other is a short signal used as the filter. It is not possible to do an infinite number of calculations for each sample of the convolution, but because wavelet filters have a finite impulse response, meaning they are of a finite length, and the values of the filter signal outside its defined range are 0, we can use the equivalent formula in (4) instead (assuming \( g \) is the input signal, and \( f \) is the filter with a finite length of \( n \)).

\[
(f \ast g)_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} f_j g_{i+j}
\]  

(4)

It can be seen that with a constant length filter, convolution works in linear time with respect to the length of the signal. For any sample of the input signal which is outside the defined range, we consider the signal periodic, and take the sample from the other end of the defined range. This is known as circular convolution, and is defined as

\[
(f \ast g)_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} f_j g_{(i+j) \mod n}
\]
Circular convolution is necessary for the DWT in order to have a convolution that is of the same length as the original signal and is invertible. For other purposes, these samples can also be clamped to each end of the signal or given zero values.

As an example, let \( f = [0.5, 0.5] \), which is an averaging filter, and let our input signal \( g = [1, 7, 7, 5, 4, 8, 7, 9] \). Then their circular convolution \( f \ast g = [4, 7, 6, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 8, 5] \). It can be seen that the new signal is made of the pairwise averages of the original signal, and it has effectively been smoothed.

### 3.2.2 Algorithm

For a wavelet transform, two filters are required – a low-pass filter, which constructs the low frequency component, and a high-pass filter, which constructs the high-frequency component [25]. These filters are chosen such that the original signal can later be reconstructed from a combination of the low and high frequency components. This is known as an inverse transform and it requires two reconstruction filters – one which reconstructs the even-indexed samples, the other which reconstructs the odd-indexed samples.

Perhaps the simplest filter bank is the Haar filter bank. The non-normalized low-pass filter is \([1, 1]\), and the non-normalized high-pass filter is \([1, -1]\) [25]. It can be seen that these filters correspond to the sums and differences of the signal, respectively. To show a worked example, using the signal \([1, 7, 7, 5, 4, 8, 7, 9]\), the circular convolution with the low-pass filter gives \([8, 14, 12, 9, 12, 15, 16, 10]\), and the circular convolution with the high-pass filter gives \([-6, 0, 2, 1, -4, 1, -2, 8]\). As will be shown, all odd-indexed values can be discarded, leaving \([8, 12, 12, 16]\) and \([-6, 2, -4, -2]\). Normalizing these filters by a factor of 0.5 gives the averages and half-differences instead – \([4, 6, 6, 8]\) for the low frequency and \([-3, 1, -2, -1]\) for the high frequency signals. It can now be seen that, for a pair of values, if the average and half-difference are saved, then the original pair can be recovered. For the first value of the pair, the average and the half-difference have to be summed, and for the second value, the half-difference has to be subtracted from the average. This gives us the reconstruction filters \([1, 1]\) and \([1, -1]\). It is mostly a coincidence that they coincide with the low- and high-pass filters. For this simple example, it can be worked out by hand that using the described procedure indeed gives back the original signal. For longer filters, however, it would be simpler to define this operation as convolution. First, the low and high frequency signals must be interleaved, giving \([4, -3, 6, 1, 6, -2, 8, -1]\). This signal is convolved with each filter, and the odd-indexed values
are again discarded, leaving \([1, 7, 4, 7]\) and \([7, 5, 8, 9]\). Interleaving these gives back the original signal. The same algorithm can be used for longer filters as well.

Another benefit of the DWT is that the resulting low frequency signal resembles the original signal. This means the DWT can be applied to the low frequency component multiple times at different levels, each time obtaining the high frequency component of that level and an even lower frequency component. Figure 5 illustrates this decomposition and reconstruction process. \(W_0[j - n, k]\) are the low frequency wavelet coefficients which correspond to the \(n\)-th decomposition level. At each decomposition level, the low- and high-pass filters \(H_0\) and \(H_1\) produce higher level low and high frequency representation of the current level low frequency coefficients. Both signals are then downsamples, indicated by the down arrow, removing every other value. The high frequency coefficients of the \(n\)-th decomposition level are saved as \(W_\psi[j - n, k]\), while the low frequency component can be filtered further. The process can be inverted from the final low and high frequency wavelet coefficients by using the reconstruction filters \(G_0\) and \(G_1\). The highest level low and high frequency signals are upsampled, indicated by the up arrow, by adding zeroes for every other value, filtered with the corresponding reconstruction filters, then added together to get the one level lower low frequency signal. The process is repeated with the reconstructed signal and the next high frequency signal until the original image is reconstructed.

![Figure 5: Signal decomposition and reconstruction with wavelets][26]

This multi-level decomposition is a useful step because it enables applying different amounts of denoising and compression to different levels. By its nature, noise occurs primarily in the high frequency component, so it makes sense to apply stronger denoising to that component. Further, as images are largely comprised of smooth gradients or flat areas of color with relatively few details such as edges, the low frequency components carry more useful information. For this reason, it is
not as harmful to the quality of an image if information is lost from the high frequency components due to denoising or compression in comparison to losing information from the low frequency components.

3.2.3 Extension to Images

Images can be viewed as two-dimensional discrete signals. They have a value (color intensity) at every pixel for each color component (channel) they are made of. Because the wavelet transform filters are separable, no special considerations have to be made for using wavelet transforms on two-dimensional signals in comparison to one-dimensional signals. The transform is first applied on either the rows or columns, and then applied in the other dimension. As follows from the separability of the filters, this is equivalent to convolution with a two-dimensional filter that is the product of the corresponding one-dimensional filter and its transpose.

Figure 6: One level of wavelet transform on a picture of a raccoon [27].

Figure 6 shows a visual representation of the DWT of an image. The low frequency component is in the top left corner, and the high frequency components are on the right side and the bottom. This is not an entirely accurate representation of the underlying data. Most values of the high frequency components are either too low to be visible, or negative and could not be shown on an image at all. To overcome this, they are shown as absolute values, and their intensity has been increased for better visibility. Additionally, it is not necessary to fit all the components in one image, and the
neighboring pixels on the edges of two components are not next to each other in a mathematical sense. However, this representation is convenient as it shows that after the transform, all the components take up as much space together as the original image, and it is intuitive which component is which, based on their location in the image. As is also illustrated in Figure 7, on the right side are the horizontal high frequency components, on the left are the horizontal low frequency components, while the bottom has vertical high frequency components, and the top has vertical low frequency components. Figure 7 also shows how the low frequency component can be further decomposed. The symbols show the name of the component, with the first letter showing the horizontal frequency, the second letter showing the vertical frequency, and the number showing which level of the transform they belong to. For example HL2 is the horizontal high frequency, vertical low frequency component of the level 2 transform.

Figure 7: Three levels of wavelet transform on a picture of a raccoon [27].

It can be seen that high frequency components contain less information of the image. This includes the lower level high frequency components in comparison to the higher level high frequency components, because higher level components are derived from a lower frequency signal than the lower level components. As such, the HH1 component carries the least useful information about the image overall. These are important things to note for denoising with thresholding.
3.3 Thresholding

The idea behind thresholding is that for the high frequency components of a signal, most important features have a high intensity (large absolute value) in the samples that contain them, and that they are sparse, meaning that most samples do not contain important information [29]. This can be seen on Figures 6 and 7. Conversely, a low to moderate amount of noise has a lower intensity than the important features, and it is present in most samples. Removing the samples that have a low intensity while keeping ones with a high intensity should thus work as an effective method of denoising [29]. This process is known as thresholding, and the intensity below which samples should be removed is the threshold. Different forms of thresholding have been shown to be highly effective at removing additive Gaussian noise [18] and are expected to work on Poisson noise. However, thresholding is not expected to be an effective method for removing impulse nor speckle noise, as neither conforms to the properties of noise described – they can be both high intensity and sparse.

Thresholding defines that values below the chosen threshold are removed (set to zero). It does not define what is done with values above the chosen threshold. For this, two approaches are common: hard and soft thresholding [18]. Hard thresholding leaves values above the threshold as they were, while soft thresholding brings values above the threshold closer to zero by the threshold amount. Hard thresholding leaves discontinuities in the denoised images because all high frequency values between zero and the threshold have been removed. These can be large and visually unpleasant if the image is particularly noisy. On the other hand, soft thresholding may overly smooth an image, as all large values are brought closer to zero, lowering the intensity of details and edges. This thesis also tests a third type of thresholding thought up by the author, which has no discontinuities and which lowers the intensities of large values less. More precisely, it interpolates values above the threshold to be between zero and the maximum value. It is inspired by both hard and soft thresholding and will be referred to as moderate thresholding. The functions for hard, soft, and moderate thresholding are given in (5), (6), and (7), respectively, where $T$ is the threshold parameter, and the visual representations of these functions can be seen in Figure 8.

\[
h(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } |x| < T \\
x, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[
s(x) = \begin{cases} 
x - T, & \text{if } x > T \\
x + T, & \text{if } x < -T \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)
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Thresholding is a very simple yet effective technique when using optimally chosen thresholds, but it does not include an inherent way to find these optimal thresholds. Over time, more complicated and more successful methods have been developed. The simplest option of having a single prechosen value for the threshold does not perform adequately mainly because the amount of noise differs from image to image. A more complicated method, such as VisuShrink [30] picks the threshold by estimating the amount of noise on the image. However, its performance is still unsatisfactory, as this threshold is the same for each frequency component, while they may carry different amounts of noise. SureShrink [31] adapts for this by considering each frequency component separately. Finally,
BayesShrink, the modified version of which is implemented in this thesis, has been shown to yield even better results and finding thresholding values that are close to the optimal [18].

The original formula for the threshold estimated by BayesShrink [18] is defined per high frequency component as the estimated noise variance over the signal standard deviation.

\[ T_B = \frac{\sigma_{\text{noise}}^2}{\sigma_{\text{signal}}} \]  

(8)

The noise variance in (8) is estimated from the median of all samples in the highest frequency component.

\[ \sigma_{\text{noise}} = \frac{\text{median}(|Y_{ij}|)}{0.6745}, \quad Y_{ij} \in \text{component } HH_1 \]  

(9)

The standard deviation of the signal in (8) is found for each high frequency component separately as

\[ \sigma_{\text{signal}} = \sqrt{\max(\sigma_Y^2 - \sigma_{\text{noise}}^2, 0)} \]  

(10)

where \( \sigma_Y^2 \) is the variance of all values \( Y_{ij} \) for that high frequency component \( Y \). Because the filter coefficients of the high-pass filter producing the high frequency component have a mean of 0, each high frequency component \( Y \) also has a mean of 0. This allows the simplification of finding the variance of \( \sigma_Y^2 \) as

\[ \sigma_Y^2 = \frac{1}{nm} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} Y_{ij}^2 \]

As a more intuitive explanation, it can be seen from (10) that the original signal is roughly estimated to be the current signal, from which the noise is subtracted. This corresponds to an additive noise model, such as Gaussian noise, and the subtraction of noise is analogous to soft thresholding. Because of this, the method is expected to perform better removing Gaussian noise using soft thresholding than removing other types of noise or using other types of thresholding.

Experimental results in Chapter 5 show that the original BayesShrink formula is often too aggressive in removing noise. In addition to noise, important details are also removed. As such, a modification to the formula (9), which is used to estimate the standard deviation of noise, has been made by the author. As seen in formula (11), the median is multiplied by \( k \) instead, which acts as a parameter that controls the amount of noise removed. Lowering \( k \) removes less noise, but also keeps
more details. In the case of a user-controlled application, the user could choose the value of \( k \) themselves, to get the result that subjectively looks best to them. The objective results of using different values of \( k \) are given in Chapter 5, and a default value for automatic use is suggested. A value of 1.5 is roughly equivalent to the original formula.

\[
\sigma_{\text{noise}} = k \cdot \text{median}(\|Y_{ij}\|), \quad Y_{ij} \in \text{component HH}_1
\]  

(11)

An example of what noise looks like in the wavelet domain, and how thresholding removes it can be seen in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: Example of noise and thresholding in the wavelet domain [27].](image)

After thresholding, the inverse DWT and color space conversion are performed, giving back the original image with noise removed from it. Alternatively, the image can be quantized, then encoded in its current state and saved to a file, which acts as a form of lossy compression. The inverse DWT and color space conversion would then be performed each time the image is loaded from its compressed state for viewing.
3.4 Compression

A wavelet transform localizes the energy of an image into fewer areas. In other words, a lot of the pixels have a value that is close to zero, while the important information is kept in the smaller low frequency component and the sparsely occurring high value pixels in the high frequency components, as seen in Figures 6 and 7. This localization of energy is useful for compression. For example, the JPEG2000 standard uses a wavelet transform and quantization to reduce the entropy of images [32].

Quantization is the process of rounding values to a multiple of some quantization step. The larger the step size, the more the value deviates from its original value, and as such, the more quality is lost. However, a larger step size also means that there will be fewer distinct values, which reduces the entropy, as seen in formula (12). Therefore, the amount of quantization is the adjustable parameter which controls the balance of quality and compression. Some step sizes are not inherently better than others. Instead, the choice should depend on how much quality is valued in comparison to compression in a specific use case.

While implementing the encoding procedure necessary for proper compression is outside the scope of this thesis, it is possible to estimate the compression amount using first-order entropy [33], defined as

\[ H(X) = - \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(x_i) \log_2 P(x_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where \( X \) is a discrete random variable with possible values of \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) and the probability of \( x_i \) occurring is \( P(x_i) \). The variable \( X \), and the entropy calculated from it, is found separately for each frequency and color component, and the possible values \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \) are the possible different values of individual pixels, with \( n \) being the amount of different values. The entropy \( H(X) \) is the minimal average amount of bits that is required to represent each pixel in the corresponding component, and thus the minimal amount of bits required to represent an entire component is the amount of pixels in that component, multiplied by its entropy. The final compressed size of the image would then be sum of the bits needed for representation of all of its components. As a comparison, each pixel takes 8 bits per color channel uncompressed. The compression ratio can be estimated by dividing the uncompressed size (original image size multiplied by the bits per pixel) by the estimated compressed size.
It should, however, be noted that this model of entropy assumes no correlation between the values of individual pixels. For images, it is clear that there is generally a very high correlation between neighboring pixels. This correlation is reduced, but not removed, by the wavelet transform. Due to this correlation, encoding techniques used in practice can achieve a significantly lower entropy and file size than is the lowest bound estimated by first-order entropy.
4. Implementation Details

As an implementation of the described denoising procedure, a program was created in C#. This chapter describes the different parts of the program, provides pseudocode examples, and gives examples of running speed, complexity, and parallelizability. For the most part, the programmatic implementation is the same as the mathematical description in the theory chapter. The program serves as a proof-of-concept and is not designed to be consumer-friendly. For the full source code and compiled executables of the program and associated tools created as part of this thesis, see Appendix I.

4.1 Parameters

The program takes several parameters as arguments to control how denoising is performed. The first, mandatory parameter is the path to the image to be denoised. The program can open most common image formats, including JPEG, PNG, and BMP.

The second parameter is the amount of decomposition steps, or in other words, the wavelet transform level. It can be any positive integer, but values of 2-4 are recommended. Higher values do not necessarily yield better results.

The third parameter is the thresholding multiplier, or \( k \), in formula (11). This can be any floating point value, but values in the range 0.5-2.0 are recommended. Higher values remove more noise, but also more detail. The amount of noise on an image does, however, not correlate with the ideal value for the multiplier. For best results, various values should be tested, but a value of 1.0 generally gives good results. Alternatively, a value of 0 skips the denoising step.

The fourth parameter is the quantization step size. It can be any positive floating point value, with higher values offering more compression, but also preserving less quality. Values around 1-64 are reasonable. Alternatively, a value of 0 skips the quantization and compression calculation steps.

4.2 Color Space Conversion

Color space conversion is the first, the last, and the simplest step. After loading the image into memory, each pixel of the input image is iterated through and converted from RGB to YC\(_b\)C\(_r\) according to (1). Similarly, after denoising, each pixel of the denoised image is iterated through and converted from YC\(_b\)C\(_r\) to RGB according to (2). These processes are separate for each pixel and take
a constant amount of time per pixel. This makes the color space conversion easily parallelizable, and it runs in linear time.

### 4.3 Discrete Wavelet Transform

The DWT has the most differing implementation from the process described in the theory chapter. This is because a lot of efficiency would be wasted performing a full convolution on the image, then discarding half the samples in both dimensions. Instead, only every other output pixel is computed in both dimensions, thus increasing the speed by roughly a factor of 2. The following is simplified pseudocode which performs multiple levels of the DWT.

```c
DWT(float[] image, int width, int height, int stride, float[] lowPassFilter,
    float[] highPassFilter)
float[] intermediateImage = new float[image.length]
//Filter the image horizontally
for (int y from 0 to height)
    for (int x from 0 to width / 2)
        int targetIndex = y * stride + x
        float lowPass, highPass = 0, 0
        for (int i from 0 to lowPassFilter.length)
            float source = image[targetIndex + x + i]
            lowPass += source * lowPassFilter[i]
            highPass += source * highPassFilter[i]
        intermediateImage[targetIndex] = lowPass
        intermediateImage[targetIndex + width / 2] = highPass
//Filter the image vertically
for (int y from 0 to height / 2)
    for (int x from 0 to width)
        int targetIndex = y * stride + x
        float lowPass, highPass = 0, 0
        for (int i from 0 to lowPassFilter.length)
            float source = intermediateImage[targetIndex + (y + i) * stride]
            lowPass += source * lowPassFilter[i]
            highPass += source * highPassFilter[i]
        image[targetIndex] = lowPass
        image[targetIndex + height / 2 * stride] = highPass

int newWidth, newHeight = width, height //Image width and height
for (int i from 0 to level) //One loop for each level of decomposition
    for (float[] channel in image) //Process each color channel separately
```
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The low- and high-pass filters passed to the DWT function, as well as the reconstruction filters used in the inverse DWT are the same as the ones used for the so-called orthogonal wavelets in Chapter 5. They have been normalized so that the low-pass filter coefficients sum up to 1. This is to keep the average intensity of the low frequency component, and by extension, the high frequency components derived from it, constant through all levels of decomposition. The inverse DWT function that is applied after denoising is similar to the DWT, except the indexes are different and reconstruction filters are used instead of the low- and high-pass filters.
for (int i from 0 to level) //One loop for each level of decomposition
for (float[] channel in image) //Process each color channel separately
    IDWT(channel, newWidth, newHeight, width, [0.6, -1.2, 0.4, 0.2],
        [-0.2, 0.4, 1.2, 0.6])
newWidth *= 2 //Increase the width and height of the area
newHeight *= 2 //processed by the IDWT two times for each level

As can be seen from the pseudocode, both the DWT and the IDWT have linear complexity relative to the amount of pixels in the image. For each output pixel, the amount of computations is proportional to the length of the filter, which is constant. The complexity stays linear when applying multiple levels of the transform, since the amount of pixels that need to be processed is reduced by a factor of 4 for every level, making it a converging geometric series. Further, since the value of every output pixel is not dependent on the value of any other output pixel, both of these functions are also easily parallelizable by processing each output pixel separately.

### 4.4 Thresholding

The main difficulty in thresholding is finding the threshold for each high frequency component. This consists of two steps. First, the noise variance is estimated from the HH1 component by computing its median value using QuickSelect, then the threshold is found for each high frequency component using that component’s variance. The following is the pseudocode for both of these processes.

```plaintext
def FindMedian(float[] values):
    int lastLength, medianIndex = 0, list.length / 2
    //Iterate until only 1 value is left or all the remaining values are equal
    while (values.length > 1 && lastLength != values.length):
        float pivot = values[0]
        List<float> smaller, larger = new List<float>(), new List<float>()
        lastLength = values.length
        for (float value in values):
            if (value <= pivot) smaller.Add(value) else larger.Add(value)
        if (medianIndex < smaller.length):
            values = smaller.array
        else:
            medianIndex -= smaller.length
            values = larger.array
    return list[0]
```
Because the median is used to estimate the variance of the noise, the sign of the values is not important, only the amplitude is. Therefore, the list of values passed to the FindMedian function should be the absolute values of the HH1 component. The function works in linear time on average because the array of values it looks through decreases in size by a factor of 2 on average after each iteration, which is a converging geometric series. QuickSelect is not as easily parallelizable, and was not implemented as such in this thesis, but parallel implementations exist [34].

Threshold(float[] image, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int stride,
        float noise, int level, Func threshFunc)
        
        //Compute the variance
        float variance = 0
        for (int y from y1 to y2)
            for (int x from x1 to x2)
                variance += (2^(level - 1) * image[y * stride + x])^2
        variance /= (x2 - x1) * (y2 - y1)
        
        //Compute the threshold from the variance
        float threshold = noise / Sqrt(Max(variance - noise, 0))
        
        //Threshold each pixel in the component
        for (int y from y1 to y2)
            for (int x from x1 to x2)
                int i = y * stride + x
                image[i] = threshFunc(image[i], threshold)

for (float[] channel in image) //Process each color channel separately
    float noise = (k * FindMedian(Abs(HH1)))^2

for (Component comp in GetComponents(channel, width, height, level))
    Threshold(channel, comp.left, comp.top, comp.right, comp.bottom, width,
              noise, comp.level, (x, t) => (Abs(x) > t) ? (x - Sign(x) * t) : 0)

Finding the values of the HH1 component, as well as the component bounds and which decomposition level they are a part of has been heavily simplified in this example. The thresholding function thresholds the region specified by the bounds in-place and pixel-by-pixel. It can be passed another function, which takes into account the original value of the pixel and the threshold, to determine the new value. Because the filters have been normalized, effectively reducing the amplitude of the resulting wavelet coefficients by a factor of 2 for each decomposition level of the
transform, the values of the pixels have to be multiplied by \(2^{\text{level}-1}\) for the purposes of calculating their variance, in order to avoid denoising the higher levels too aggressively.

The variance calculation and the thresholding both have linear complexity, because each pixel is iterated over once – the components do not overlap and use no more pixels than the original image, regardless of how many of them there are. The thresholding is easily parallelizable because each pixel is processed separately. The parallelization of the variance calculation was not implemented in this thesis, but parallel implementations exist [35].

4.5 Compression

A typical algorithm for lossy image compression consists of two parts. First, some of the information is lost in favor of a simplified representation of the data through quantization. Secondly, the quantized data is encoded by a variable length lossless encoder into a representation that takes less bytes than the original data, which is the step that performs the actual compression. Upon requesting to view the compressed image, it is then decoded. The encoding and decoding procedures are quite complicated in the case of an effective solution, and are as such outside the scope of this thesis. However, due to the lossless nature of these steps, the effect of compression on the quality of the image can be shown by simply quantizing each component. Further, since quantization reduces the total amount of different values in the image, it also lowers its entropy, which is used to give some estimate of possible compression. The following is pseudocode for both quantization and entropy calculation.

```c
Quantize(float[] image, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int stride, float step)
for (int y from y1 to y2)
  for (int x from x1 to x2)
    int i = y * stride + x
    image[i] = Round(image[i] / step) * step

for (float[] channel in image) //Process each color channel separately
  //Get information about all components in a channel and process
  //each one separately according to their bounds and transform level
  for (Component comp in GetComponents(channel, width, height, level))
    Quantize(channel, comp.left, comp.top, comp.right, comp.bottom, width,
             stepSize / 2^(comp.level - 1))
```

Similarly to thresholding, the process of getting the component bounds and decomposition levels is heavily simplified in these examples. The quantization step size is decreased by a factor of 2 each
level to prioritize quality in the higher level components, which carry more important information. It is mostly a coincidence that this factor coincides with how much the amplitudes of the values have been decreased by the normalized filter coefficients. Some other quantization scheme can also be used.

If quantization would always be applied, it could be done in the same pass as thresholding, immediately after it, to save one iteration through the entire image. Because it follows a nearly identical process, it can be seen that it also has linear complexity and is easily parallelizable.

```csharp
float CompressedSize(float[] image, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int stride)
{
    Dictionary<float, int> occurrances = new Dictionary<float, int>();
    for (int y = y1; y <= y2; y++)
    {
        for (int x = x1; x <= x2; x++)
        {
            int index = y * stride + x;
            if (!occurrances.ContainsKey(image[index]))
                occurrances[image[index]] = 1;
            else
                occurrances[image[index]]++;
        }
    }
    float size = 0;
    foreach (KeyValuePair<float, int> entry in occurrances)
    {
        size -= entry.Key * Log2(entry.Key / (x2 - x1) / (y2 - y1));
    }
    return size;
}
```

```csharp
float size = 0;
for (float[] channel in image) //Process each color channel separately
{
    //Get information about all components in a channel and process
    //each one separately according to their bounds
    for (Component comp in GetComponents(channel, width, height, level))
    {
        size += CompressedSize(channel, comp.left, comp.top, comp.right, comp.bottom, width);
    }
}
float compressionRatio = width * height * 24 / size; //24 bits per pixel
```

This estimation of entropy gives both the estimated final file size and the compression ratio. The latter showing how many times the compressed file is smaller than its uncompressed counterpart. The speed and other performance-related qualities of estimating entropy are not important, as it is not a part of the denoising nor compression procedure.

### 4.6 Performance

One of the design goals of the program was an optimized running time. Every part of the program, and therefore the program as a whole runs in O(n), where n is the amount of pixels in the image being processed. Additionally, every part of the program that runs in linear time can be parallelized, reducing the running time by roughly a factor of the number of processing units available. Table 1
gives examples of running times of various parts of the program, as well as the running time of the program as a whole, excluding the quantization step. The tests were done on an i5-7600K CPU at 3.8GHz using a 2160 by 1440 pixel image and averaged over 10 runs.

Table 1: Average running times of various parts of the program in milliseconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RGB → YCbCr</th>
<th>DWT, length 2 filter</th>
<th>DWT, length 4 filter</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Quantize, length 2 filter</th>
<th>Quantize, length 4 filter</th>
<th>YCbCr → RGB</th>
<th>Total, short filter</th>
<th>Total, long filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.7ms</td>
<td>27.6ms</td>
<td>55.6ms</td>
<td>50.8ms</td>
<td>74.6ms</td>
<td>62.0ms</td>
<td>44.7ms</td>
<td>18.6ms</td>
<td>234ms</td>
<td>279ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that wavelet-based thresholding methods are fast and can be used to perform real-time image denoising. This can make the method usable in imaging devices for denoising the images right after they are taken, and for showing the user an already denoised image.
5. Denoising and Compression Results

For the purposes of testing, various images were corrupted with different types of noise and denoised using different parameters. This chapter highlights some of the more significant results, compares them with the results given by simpler methods, and gives a suggestion of which parameters are best to use. This chapter also reports the amount of compression possible using different quantization steps, and how much quality is lost using them.

5.1 Test Description

Eight different original images are used for testing, each corrupted with 4 different types of noise – Gaussian, impulse, speckle, and Poisson – of 4 different intensities for a total of 128 noisy images. Each noisy image is denoised with the program with 20 different noise intensity estimation parameter values, from 0.1 to 2.0, 2 different types of wavelets, and hard, moderate, and soft thresholding functions, for a total of 120 different results on a single image, and 15360 results overall. For a full list of these results, see Appendix II. The denoising performance of simple 3×3 mean and median filters is also shown. Two popular free software, Paint.NET [37] and FastStone Image Viewer [38], that have noise removal as part of their functionality were tested as well, but their objective performance did not exceed that of even the mean filter, so they have been excluded from the results.

The images used for testing range in size from 1920 by 1080 pixels to 2160 by 1440 pixels, and are downscaled from larger high quality images so that they have no visible noise left on them that might have a negative effect on the test results. A few of the images used can be seen in Figure 10. Each image is decomposed using four levels of wavelet transform, and has no quantization applied.

Figure 10: Original noise-free images used for testing. From left to right: Raccoon [27], Oranges [38], River [39].
Each result is compared to the corresponding original image using two objective quality metrics with the best results marked in bold. The first, located higher in each cell in the tables of results is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). PSNR is a simple quality metric based on the mean square error on a logarithmic scale, defined as

$$10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{255^2}{\text{MSE}(a,b)} \right)$$

where 255 is the maximum pixel value (peak signal), and MSE is the mean square error (noise) of the pixel values between images \(a\) and \(b\).

The second quality metric is the structural similarity (SSIM) index, designed to better correlate with human perception of image quality [36], because PSNR overvalues the quality of, for example, overly smoothed images. This can be seen in the relatively high PSNR results of the mean filter in the following comparisons. It is also the reason why SSIM results are favored in deciding which parameters produce good results.

The following subchapters show the results of denoising the Raccoon image corrupted with 4 different types of noise, at 4 increasing intensities. For each noisy image, the performance of the median and mean filters is shown, as well as the performance of the original BayesShrink, which uses soft thresholding. The choice of \(k = 1\) and soft thresholding for the modified BayesShrink as the recommended default values is explained after the results. Finally, the best result from all the test data in terms of SSIM is also given. Manually adjusting \(k\) for optimal perceived quality when denoising would probably yield a result close to this near-optimal. An additional table featuring a different test image is provided for Gaussian and Poisson noise, as the results of the program on those types of noise is more interesting. For each type of noise, subsections of the images corresponding to the second row of one of the tables are also shown, for the purpose of visual comparison.
5.2 Gaussian Noise

Figure 11: Quality comparison of various denoising methods on the Raccoon image. The images are row-by-row as follows: Original corrupted by Gaussian noise, \( \sigma=20 \). 3×3 mean filtered. 3×3 median filtered. Original BayesShrink, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding. BayesShrink, \( k=1.0 \), orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding. BayesShrink, \( k=0.7 \), orthogonal wavelet, moderate thresholding.
Table 2: PSNR and SSIM values of various denoising results on the Raccoon image corrupted with Gaussian noise, $\sigma = 10, 20, 30, 40$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>Noisy Original</th>
<th>Mean Filter</th>
<th>Median Filter</th>
<th>Original BayesShrink</th>
<th>BayesShrink k=1.0</th>
<th>BayesShrink Best SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>28.17</td>
<td>32.31%</td>
<td>31.88%</td>
<td>33.12%</td>
<td><strong>33.67%</strong></td>
<td>33.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72.32%</td>
<td>89.29%</td>
<td>87.70%</td>
<td>91.25%</td>
<td>85.85%</td>
<td><strong>91.51%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22.21</td>
<td><strong>29.58%</strong></td>
<td>28.42%</td>
<td>26.58%</td>
<td>27.16%</td>
<td>26.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.76%</td>
<td>79.31%</td>
<td>74.19%</td>
<td>73.47%</td>
<td>78.83%</td>
<td><strong>85.16%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>27.12%</td>
<td>25.66%</td>
<td>25.32%</td>
<td>26.31%</td>
<td><strong>28.53%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.22%</td>
<td>68.06%</td>
<td>60.67%</td>
<td>69.07%</td>
<td>72.60%</td>
<td><strong>79.44%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>16.42</td>
<td>25.13%</td>
<td>23.48%</td>
<td>24.81%</td>
<td><strong>25.35%</strong></td>
<td>23.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.01%</td>
<td>57.95%</td>
<td>49.40%</td>
<td>67.66%</td>
<td>69.37%</td>
<td><strong>75.74%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: PSNR and SSIM values of various denoising results on the Oranges image corrupted with Gaussian noise, $\sigma = 10, 20, 30, 40$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>Noisy Original</th>
<th>Mean Filter</th>
<th>Median Filter</th>
<th>Original BayesShrink</th>
<th>BayesShrink k=1.0</th>
<th>BayesShrink Best SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.03</td>
<td>36.49%</td>
<td>35.53%</td>
<td>33.05%</td>
<td>35.36%</td>
<td><strong>36.91%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67.88%</td>
<td>91.62%</td>
<td>90.32%</td>
<td>89.63%</td>
<td>92.26%</td>
<td><strong>92.91%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>23.55</td>
<td>31.14%</td>
<td>30.40%</td>
<td>29.52%</td>
<td>30.75%</td>
<td><strong>31.48%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38.96%</td>
<td>78.76%</td>
<td>74.84%</td>
<td>80.45%</td>
<td>83.96%</td>
<td><strong>85.67%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>27.58%</td>
<td>27.28%</td>
<td>27.20%</td>
<td><strong>28.14%</strong></td>
<td>28.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.29%</td>
<td>65.74%</td>
<td>60.11%</td>
<td>73.36%</td>
<td>76.94%</td>
<td><strong>78.52%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>24.97%</td>
<td>25.06%</td>
<td>25.65%</td>
<td>26.04%</td>
<td><strong>26.35%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.46%</td>
<td>54.53%</td>
<td>48.35%</td>
<td>69.59%</td>
<td>66.78%</td>
<td><strong>72.85%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 and Table 3 show that for Gaussian noise for both the Raccoon and Oranges images, the default modified BayesShrink usually produces better results than both the original BayesShrink and the median and mean filters, sometimes significantly. The optimal choice further improves on this, always producing the best results, sometimes marginally, sometimes significantly. Figure 11 shows that median and mean filtering are unable to remove all the noise while the original BayesShrink removes the noise, but also far too much detail. The default modified BayesShrink
also removes all the noise, keeping significantly more but still too little detail. Finally, the optimal choice keeps a good amount of detail while still succeeding in removing all the noise.

5.3 Impulse Noise

Figure 12: Quality comparison of various denoising methods on the Raccoon image. The images are row-by-row as follows: Original corrupted with Impulse noise affecting 5% of the pixels at random. 3×3 mean filtered. 3×3 median filtered. Original BayesShrink, orthogonal wavelet, soft
thresholding. BayesShrink, k=1.0, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding. BayesShrink, k=2.0, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding.

Table 4: PSNR and SSIM values of various denoising results on the Raccoon image corrupted with impulse noise affecting 2.5, 5, 10, or 20 percent of the pixels at random.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Noisy Original</th>
<th>Mean Filter</th>
<th>Median Filter</th>
<th>Original BayesShrink</th>
<th>BayesShrink k=1.0</th>
<th>BayesShrink Best SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>25.02</td>
<td>30.97</td>
<td><strong>34.35</strong></td>
<td>27.37</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>27.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.58%</td>
<td>86.23%</td>
<td><strong>94.25%</strong></td>
<td>70.20%</td>
<td>68.32%</td>
<td>82.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>21.97</td>
<td>29.07</td>
<td><strong>34.13</strong></td>
<td>24.52</td>
<td>23.15</td>
<td>26.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49.81%</td>
<td>80.04%</td>
<td><strong>94.15%</strong></td>
<td>65.78%</td>
<td>56.58%</td>
<td>82.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.97</td>
<td>26.49</td>
<td><strong>33.61</strong></td>
<td>25.75</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>27.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.88%</td>
<td>70.37%</td>
<td><strong>93.83%</strong></td>
<td>69.63%</td>
<td>45.17%</td>
<td>78.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>23.18</td>
<td><strong>31.60</strong></td>
<td>23.72</td>
<td>20.94</td>
<td>22.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.06%</td>
<td>57.06%</td>
<td><strong>91.23%</strong></td>
<td>70.53%</td>
<td>45.84%</td>
<td>74.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that the median filter produces significantly better results on impulse noise than any other method, restoring even heavily noisy images to a good state. Figure 12 shows how all other methods are unable to remove the noise, even if heavily blurring the image, while the median filter removes the noise and keeps the image relatively sharp. This is expected, as impulse noise usually has a very high intensity in the wavelet domain, and wavelet-based thresholding is only effective at removing noise with a lower intensity than the image details.

5.4 Speckle Noise

![Image of a raccoon's face with speckle noise and filtered results.]
Figure 13: Quality comparison of various denoising methods on the Raccoon image. The images are row-by-row as follows: Original corrupted with speckle noise affecting 10% of the pixels at random. 3×3 mean filtered. 3×3 median filtered. Original BayesShrink, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding. BayesShrink, k=1.0, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding. BayesShrink, k=2.0, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding.

Table 5: PSNR and SSIM values of various denoising results on the Raccoon image corrupted with speckle noise affecting 2.5, 10, 20, or 30 percent of the pixels at random.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Noisy Original</th>
<th>Mean Filter</th>
<th>Median Filter</th>
<th>Original BayesShrink</th>
<th>BayesShrink k=1.0</th>
<th>BayesShrink Best SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>27.64%</td>
<td>32.15%</td>
<td><strong>34.40%</strong></td>
<td>28.88%</td>
<td>28.50%</td>
<td>29.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72.95%</td>
<td>88.27%</td>
<td><strong>94.27%</strong></td>
<td>78.28%</td>
<td>75.51%</td>
<td>83.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.65%</td>
<td>29.21%</td>
<td><strong>33.93%</strong></td>
<td>27.39%</td>
<td>24.96%</td>
<td>29.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.02%</td>
<td>76.38%</td>
<td><strong>94.02%</strong></td>
<td>59.74%</td>
<td>50.35%</td>
<td>79.90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Very similarly to impulse noise, Table 5 shows that the median filter produces significantly better results on speckle noise than any other method, restoring even heavily noisy images to a good state. Figure 13 shows how most other methods are unable to remove the noise. Only the optimal BayesShrink manages to get rid of most of the noise, at the cost of heavily blurring the image. The median filter both completely removes the noise and keeps the image relatively sharp. A more specialized median filter would probably do an even better job, and is a more suitable method for removing high-intensity sparse noise than thresholding.

5.5 Poisson Noise

Table 6: PSNR and SSIM values of various denoising results on the Raccoon image corrupted with Poisson noise with an average amount of 225, 42, 18, or 8 photons per pixel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>Noisy Original</th>
<th>Mean Filter</th>
<th>Median Filter</th>
<th>Original BayesShrink</th>
<th>BayesShrink k=1.0</th>
<th>BayesShrink Best SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>29.54</td>
<td>32.67</td>
<td>32.44</td>
<td>31.19</td>
<td>33.06</td>
<td>33.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75.11%</td>
<td>89.78%</td>
<td>88.38%</td>
<td>88.89%</td>
<td>89.51%</td>
<td>91.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>22.43</td>
<td>29.71</td>
<td>28.53</td>
<td>28.24</td>
<td>29.86</td>
<td>29.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.38%</td>
<td>78.00%</td>
<td>72.50%</td>
<td>79.69%</td>
<td>75.58%</td>
<td>83.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>27.25</td>
<td>25.66</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>28.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.34%</td>
<td>66.68%</td>
<td>58.83%</td>
<td>77.96%</td>
<td>47.55%</td>
<td>78.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.78</td>
<td>24.41</td>
<td>22.41</td>
<td>24.63</td>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>16.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.33%</td>
<td>53.29%</td>
<td>43.72%</td>
<td>67.90%</td>
<td>69.55%</td>
<td>73.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 14: Quality comparison of various denoising methods on the River image. The images are row-by-row as follows: Original corrupted by Poisson noise, average of 42 photons per pixel. 3×3 mean filtered. 3×3 median filtered. Original BayesShrink, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding. BayesShrink, k=1.0, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding. BayesShrink, k=0.7, orthogonal wavelet, soft thresholding.

Table 7: PSNR and SSIM values of various denoising results on the River image corrupted with
Poisson noise with an average amount of 225, 42, 18, or 8 photons per pixel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>Noisy Original</th>
<th>Mean Filter</th>
<th>Median Filter</th>
<th>Original BayesShrink</th>
<th>BayesShrink k=1.0</th>
<th>BayesShrink Best SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.03</td>
<td>32.24</td>
<td>32.30</td>
<td>32.36</td>
<td>32.29</td>
<td>32.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88.26%</td>
<td><strong>92.25%</strong></td>
<td>92.07%</td>
<td>92.13%</td>
<td>90.56%</td>
<td>92.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.21</td>
<td><strong>29.68</strong></td>
<td>28.61</td>
<td>24.69</td>
<td>26.81</td>
<td>27.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72.59%</td>
<td><strong>86.75%</strong></td>
<td>84.09%</td>
<td>66.20%</td>
<td>77.13%</td>
<td>81.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td><strong>27.34</strong></td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>22.55</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>22.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61.78%</td>
<td><strong>81.50%</strong></td>
<td>77.26%</td>
<td>58.49%</td>
<td>69.11%</td>
<td>74.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td><strong>24.38</strong></td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td>20.75</td>
<td>21.31</td>
<td>22.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49.13%</td>
<td><strong>74.45%</strong></td>
<td>68.61%</td>
<td>44.99%</td>
<td>48.31%</td>
<td>67.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows similar results for Poisson noise as for Gaussian noise. For the Raccoon image, the default modified BayesShrink usually produces better results than both the original BayesShrink and the median and mean filters, sometimes significantly. The optimal choice further improves on this, always producing the best results, sometimes marginally, sometimes significantly. However, as seen in Table 7, for the River image, the mean filter almost always produces the best results. This is not inherent to Poisson noise – the mean filter also produces better results for Gaussian noise on the same image. This is because the River image has very few flat-colored areas and lots of low intensity details. As can be seen in Figure 14, a high thresholding multiplier removes the noise, but also too much detail. A low thresholding multiplier removes most of the low intensity details first before removing most of the higher intensity noise. This produces a better result, but is still not as good as the mean or even the median filter, which do not remove as much noise, but make up for it with the lack of removed detail.

### 5.6 Compression

Compression is most efficient after denoising, as the denoising process has already eliminated a lot of information, which improves the compression ratio. The following Table 8 shows the effect of various levels of quantization on quality, as well as how many times smaller the resulting image would be. A single example of JPEG2000 is also included to show that these estimated results are reasonable realistically. The images corresponding to the second row of the table can be seen in Figure 15.
Figure 15: Quality comparison of various amounts of quantization on the denoised Raccoon image. The images are row-by-row as follows: Denoised with no quantization. Step size 8. Step size 16. Step size 32. Step size 64. JPEG2000, quality 10.

Table 8: PSNR, SSIM values, and compression ratios of different step sizes on the optimally denoised Raccoon image corrupted with Gaussian noise, \( \sigma = 10, 20, 30, 40 \).
As can be seen from Table 8, the quality of images goes down the more quantization and compression is applied. However, a compression ratio that is around 10 times better than what can be achieved on an image with no quantization still produces a result that is almost not distinguishably worse. This can be seen from Figure 15, where there is little difference between the top left image with no quantization and the 10 times more compressed middle left image, with a quantization step size of 16. Increasing the step size to 64 allows the compression ratio to reach hundreds, but at the significant cost of details and color information.

### 5.7 Overall Results

Wavelet-based denoising is generally effective on Gaussian and Poisson noise, which both affect all pixels in an image. However, for cases where the image has many low intensity details and few areas which are roughly the same color, wavelets can fail to remove noise more effectively than a mean filter, because they remove too many of the details. For sparse noise, such as impulse and speckle noise, which only affects some pixels, median filtering is incredibly effective, while thresholding by nature is incredibly ineffective in removing these high intensity deviations from the rest of the image.
Focusing on Gaussian and Poisson noise, as these are the types of noise wavelet-based thresholding is effectively capable of removing, the larger tables in Appendix II give an idea what might be an optimal choice of wavelet, thresholding type, and thresholding multiplier. Haar wavelets almost always produce worse results than the length 4 orthogonal wavelets. Similarly, hard thresholding almost always produces worse results than moderate and soft thresholding. Moderate and soft thresholding have very similar performance, and the marginally better result is sometimes in favor of one thresholding type, sometimes in the favor of the other. Although, due to the relative simplicity of soft thresholding in comparison to moderate thresholding, it could be argued that soft thresholding is the better choice. Finally, the choice of the thresholding multiplier $k$ is the most difficult. The optimal value for $k$ varies based on the image and how much noise there is, as well as the wavelet and thresholding type, with no apparent pattern. Manually choosing this value would increase denoising quality, but a value of 1 generally produces an acceptable result.
6. Conclusion

This thesis studied methods for improving the quality of images by removing noise using wavelet transforms and thresholding. The efficiency of combining wavelet transform based denoising and compression as a computationally cheap process was explored. A C# implementation was developed as a proof-of-concept of both the effectiveness and the speed of the method.

The thesis surveyed different types of noise. A short description of various denoising schemes and their effectiveness at removing different types of noise was presented. A description of each important step of the denoising process and the motivation behind them was given in Chapter 3, with a focus on the wavelet transform process. A new thresholding type and a modification to the BayesShrink method that allows for configuration via a parameter were presented. The implementations and experimental performance of each of these steps were demonstrated.

Finally, the experimental results of using the developed method with different types of wavelets, thresholding, and different values of the configurable parameter were shown, and the optimal choices were highlighted. The effect of compression on the quality of images was analyzed. The implementation of different compression techniques in the context of denoising is a potential avenue for future research.

The developed method was shown to successfully remove both Gaussian and Poisson noise. It could be applicable to real-time image denoising. The proposed thresholding type was shown to be competitive with previously existing thresholding types, and the modification to BayesShrink produced better results than the original method.
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I. Source code and executables of the created programs


II. Full list of PSNR and SSIM results of the images denoised with the created program

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vRQjp5DeS34gn_HdATH-Tl4nUA1WzAtfs_UzGNI4g7n_7ykYTwcXK10RWkHiBWy4Vx0GoAJaPpetUyC/pubhtml
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